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	This book will show how to use Ext.NET 2 to create sophisticated and highly

	interactive web applications whether you use ASP.NET Web Forms or ASP.NET

	MVC. The chapters will go through setting up and exploring various controls

	that Ext.NET provides. It will look at the sophisticated AJAX and data-handling

	options available while also providing tips and guidance for creating reusable and

	maintainable components.





	The list of components that Ext.NET covers and the variety of ways in which you

	can use them are immense. It would be beyond the scope of this book to detail all

	of them, so this book will cover the most common and/or interesting ones, but

	importantly it will also empower you with the ability to learn and explore the rest

	in your own time.

	To build a rich internet application, you need to integrate a powerful client side JavaScript framework with a server side framework. Ext.NET achieves this by integrating Sencha’s Ext JS framework with the power of ASP.NET. The result – a sophisticated framework offering a vast array of controls, layout, and powerful AJAX and server bindings, which can be used to build rich, highly usable web applications.


	"Ext.NET Web Application Development" shows you how to build rich applications using Ext.NET. Examples guide you through Ext.NET’s various components using both ASP.NET Web Forms and MVC examples. You will also see how Ext.NET handles data binding and server integration. You will also learn how to create reusable components and put them together in great looking applications.


	This book guides you through the various Ext.NET components and capabilities to enable you to create highly usable Ext.NET components and web applications.


	You will learn about various UI components and numerous layout options through examples. You will see how the AJAX architecture enables you to create powerful data-oriented applications easily. This book will also teach you how to create reusable custom components to suit your needs.


	"Ext.NET Web Application Development" shows you how to create rich and usable applications using Ext.NET through numerous examples.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Understand how Ext.NET and Ext JS fit together to help create applications with seamless server side integration
	
		Learn how to organize controls and layouts to create highly interactive UIs with the richness of desktop-like applications
	
		Understand the different AJAX options available to interact with the server and choose the techniques that suit your needs
	
		Know the various options to represent and model data, locally or remotely, and reuse them where needed
	
		Learn how to build sophisticated grids, trees, and other AJAX-based components that interact with the server efficiently
	
		Gain confidence in extending components and creating plugins for reusability and maintainability
	
		Create user-friendly forms with rich and custom client and server side validation
	
		Learn how to troubleshoot your applications



	Approach


	This is a step-by-step tutorial packed with examples and tips to learn Ext.NET from scratch.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is written for .NET Web Application Developers who are familiar with ASP.NET looking to build .NET based Rich Internet Applications. Whether you are new to Ext JS or you are looking to use your existing Ext JS skills in a .NET environment, this book will be useful for you.
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Certified Ethical Hacker Exam PrepQue, 2006
The CEH certification shows knowledge of network penetration testing skills. The CEH exam takes three hours and 125 questions, requiring a broad and deep knowledge of network security issues. The CEH Exam Prep is the perfect solution for this challenge, giving you the solid, in-depth coverage...
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Organic ChemistryOxford University Press, 2000
This new and innovative text helps students develop a deeper understanding of organic chemistry. It treats the subject as a coherent whole, complete with numerous logical connections, consequences, and an underlying structure and "language." Employing an approach based on mechanism and reaction type, the book empasizes understanding ideas...
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Encyclopedia of the Scientific Revolution: From Copernicus to Newton (Garland Reference Library of the Humanities, Vol. 1800)Routledge, 2000
When Garland Publishing invited me several years ago to edit an encyclopedia of the Scientific Revolution, I welcomed the opportunity. Here was a means of providing a wider audience with the fruits of the most recent scholarly research on a fascinating complex of events that helped shape the modern world. The study of the origins of modern science...
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Basic Statistics: Tales of DistributionsCengage Learning, 2007

	Learn statistical reasoning and problem solving from a best--selling author who uses a wealth of examples from the social and behavioral sciences,, education,, nursing/allied health,, and business fields----as well as examples from everyday life--to help you learn and understand.. Praised for his clear explanations,, Spatz shows you how to...
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Scalable Fuzzy Algorithms for Data Management and Analysis: Methods and DesignInformation Science Publishing, 2009
Today, fuzzy methods are of common use as they provide tools to handle data sets in a relevant, robust, and interpretable way, making it possible to cope with both imprecision and uncertainties. Scalable Fuzzy Algorithms for Data Management and Analysis: Methods and Design presents up-to-date techniques for addressing data...
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HTML5: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2011

	
		At first glance, you might assume that HTML5 is the fifth version of the
		HTML web-page-writing language. But the real story is a whole lot messier.

	
		HTML5 is a rebel. It was dreamt up by a loose group of freethinkers who
		weren’t in charge of the official HTML standard. It allows page-writing practices
		that...
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